2.4.3. Submission of Possibly Unifiable Ideographs

c. Submission Deadline: Each member body should send feedback comments at least two months before the next IRG meeting. The IRG chief editor and technical editor will consolidate them and register the result as IRG documents a month before the next IRG meeting so that each member body can examine the comments and prepare any additional documents for discussion at the meeting.

    i. Each submitter is encouraged to prepare and submit its own font for best font quality.
    ii. If a submitter has difficulties in creating the font, other member bodies or the IRG technical editor may help create the font. In this case, the glyph style of the submitter must be respected.
    iii. If the submitter cannot provide the TrueType font by this time, the collection by the submitter will be withdrawn from this working set.
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c. Submission Deadline:

    i. Each member body should send review comments at least two months before the next IRG meeting.
ii. The IRG chief editor and technical editor will consolidate them and register the result as IRG documents at least a month before the next IRG meeting.

iii. Each member body should examine the consolidated comments and send to IRG chief editor and IRG technical editor a written document containing responses to the consolidated comments regarding characters submitted by that member body at least one week before the next IRG meeting. If necessary, a member body can provide any additional documents for discussion at the meeting.

iv. Each submitter is encouraged to prepare and submit its own font for best font quality.

If a submitter has difficulties in creating the font, other member bodies or the IRG technical editor may help create the font. In this case, the glyph style of the submitter must be respected.
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